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ABSTRACT

With the development of information technology, more and more people use multimedia conference system to communicate or work across regions. In this article, an ultra-reliable and low-latency solution based on Deep Learning and assisted by Cloud Computing for multimedia conference system, called UCCMCS, is designed and implemented. In UCCMCS, there are two-tiers in its data distribution structure which combines the advantages of cloud computing. And according to the requirements of ultra-reliability and low-latency, a bandwidth optimization model is proposed to improve the transmission efficiency of multimedia data so as to reduce the delay of the system. In order to improve the reliability of data distribution, the help of cloud computing node is used to carry out the retransmission of lost data. the experimental results show UCCMCS could improve the reliability and reduce the latency of the multimedia data distribution in multimedia conference system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia Conference System (MCS in short) is an application used increasingly widely, which can provide real-time transmission of video, audio, and other data to facilitate people’s communication in life and work. The demand of ultra-reliability and low-latency for multimedia conference systems has also become increasingly high. In the traditional multimedia conference system, the data distribution scheme can be used in unicast or multicast technology. With the growth of conference participants, MCS adopting unicast will receive network bandwidth limitation (Lao et al., 2005). Compared with unicast, the multicast scheme, which is a distributed concurrent transmission mode, is realized by using the intermediate nodes for distributed processing, thus becoming an efficient data transmission mechanism. IP multicast is the first proposed Internet multicast solution, but it has not been widely deployed due to many reasons such as technology and market. In order to avoid the problem of IP multicast deployment, the relevant research proposed the application layer multicast. In order to
improve the stability and scalability of the multicast transmission, the researchers further put forward the seeding of the application layer based on the proxy. In overlay multicast, the proxy servers, which are deployed strategically in the Internet, become the infrastructure for building an overlay network, and the user hosts receive the multicast service by accessing the proxy server (Yang and Shang, 2013). At present, the system structure of proxy application layer multicast has gradually become one of the hot spots in the research of multicast architecture. It is also considered to be a long-term solution to the future Internet multicast (Zhang et al., 2016).

Meanwhile, with the wide application of cloud computing, there are many low cost and reliable cloud nodes on the current Internet which can be used for data distribution. In this paper, an ultra-reliable and low-latency solution assisted by Cloud Computing for multi-source multimedia conference system, called UCCMCS, is designed and implemented. In UCCMCS, there are two-tiers in its data distribution structure which combines the advantages of cloud computing. And according to the requirements of ultra-reliability and low-latency, a bandwidth optimization model is proposed to improve the transmission efficiency of multimedia data so as to reduce the delay of the system. In order to improve the reliability of data distribution, we use the help of cloud computing node to carry out the retransmission of lost data. And then performance evaluation experiments are designed to validate the performance of our UCCMCS. Compared with the solution using traditional multicast technology, the experimental results show UCCMCS could improve the reliability and reduce the latency of the multimedia data distribution in multimedia conference system. Our work sheds light for distributed application design in multimedia conference and Cloud computing.

The structure of this paper is outlined below: the related works is given in section 2. The Bandwidth problem description is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a deep learning solution and optimization algorithm for Bandwidth Problem. In Section 5, we present the numerical simulations for performance evaluation. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS

In recent years, some researchers have attempted to combine the cloud computing and P2P (relationship between P2P and tree-type application-layer multicast has been described above) on the purpose of improving the data-distribution performance. S. Islam proposed a border cloud infrastructure (Islam and Gregorie, 2012). Similar to CDN, the proposed infrastructure deploys many border clouds at different geographical locations to improve the efficiency of data distribution. It utilizes border clouds to enlarge the application range of cloud service on the current Internet (especially cloud services in the form of streaming media applications). However, border cloud is really hard to be widely deployed in practice. A.H. Payberah et al. proposed a cloud-assisted P2P streaming-media player system, Clive (Payberah et al., 2012). Cliver evaluates the available bandwidth capacity of the whole system and computers the quantity of resources required from cloud through the aggregation protocol based on information communication. Meanwhile, on the precondition of ensuring the service quality, the overall costs are lower. Clive is the technological combination between cloud computing and troling P2P and aims at solving the insufficient bandwidth capability of P2P. In literature (Jin and Kwok, 2010), a cloud-assisted mobile P2P streaming-media application framework was introduced. In this framework, cloud is responsible for storage and computing-related tasks, and assists the mobile terminals in completing the data distribution. This literature discussed the optimized data block searching and scheduling algorithm. The Auto-Regressive Moving Average Mode was utilized to calculate the time of storage and computing needed by the cloud instead of mobile terminal. R. Sweha et al. proposed a CloudAngels system architecture (Sweha et al., 2011). This architecture deploys the dedicated servers (called angels) in the cloud on the purpose of assisting data distribution scheme in approaching the theoretical lower limit of minimum distribution time (MDT). Literature (Montresor and Abeni, 2011) also researched the combination of data distribution and cloud computing, and proposed a CloudCast scheme. CloudAngel dynamically puts some active helpers in swarm to optimize
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